
Group	Meeting	Notes	

Initial	Version	of	Meeting	Notes	Form:	January	2017	

TEI	Group:	
Date/Time/Location:	

College	of	Education	
Wyoming	Hall,	7/20/2017	

Members	in	Attendance:	 Cindy Brock, Leslie	Rush,	Jan	Segerstrom	
Support	in	Attendance:	 Jeanette Joyce, David	Yanoski	

Information	Reviewed:	 Status of Mursion Proposal

	Feedback on Teacher Cadette and ProEthica ideas 

Discussion:	

 anticipated Wyoming Progressional Growth Academy. .

There was an update on both the existing proposal, (going to Board of Trustees 
7/21/17) and the direction going forward.  It appears that money can begin flowing 
sooner than January 2018.  

The group discussed the ProEthica Assessment.  The original thought to purchase 
access and embed separate modules in different courses doesn't feel innovative or 
comprehensive enough.  RWG began to think in terms of a broader brush effort-a 
program to develop ethical teachers.  What would the components be?  Could 
there be a partnership with Ed Counseling?  An induction piece?  This could be 
exciting and potentially ready for Sept 15th proposal deadline

As the group discussed the Teacher Cadet program, we realized that we have more 
questions than answers.  We also need more information on what Rebecca is 
proposing along the same lines.  Would it be aimed at high achievers (like the SC 
version) or underrepresented populations?  If it were specifically focused on Native 
Americans, we would need tribal buy-in, and might need to involve someone who 
has had success before.  Would it involve reaching down from the UW or reaching 
up from the high schools?  Is there any CTE anywhere in WY aimed at creating a 
teacher pipeline?  There needs to be a further information gathering phase before 
we can consider a proposal, so probably not by Sept. 15th.  

	Votes/Actions None

David look for an existing crosswalk for Marzano/Danielson/INTASC to inform 
Mursion evaluation.  
Leslie will reach out to contact at ETS for more information on ETS ethics modules 
Jan will speak with WDE about CTE teacher development programs

Cynthia will reach out to Winthrop University for information on the scope of their 
program and to arrange a possible phonecall

Jeanette and David will run a lit review for ethical teacher development and post 
key questions and key findings to google doc
All will review Educators Rising program and will contribute to google doc by Aug 
11 about developing ethical teachers program

Next meeting
Doodle poll will go out for 3rd and 4th week in Aug
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